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ABSTRACT 

Memory is one of the key techniques for information technology. It is highly desired to 

have memory device with flexible characteristic for special applications. The challenges for 

archiving flexible memory are not only restrained by current materials but also existing memory 

mechanism, while nanomaterials exhibit size dependent properties that are different from their 

bulk form, discovering in new materials and architectures design as well as novel working 

principle provides an alternative approach to meet the objectives.  

In this dissertation, a comprehensive study on developing flexible nano-memory device 

from fundamental semiconducting nanomaterial to device’s architecture design and performance 

is presented. With the strong basis support, the as-fabricated flexible nano-memory device 

exhibits extraordinary memory characteristics and excellent flexibility. 

First, controllable synthesis of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorod/nanowire (NR/NW) is the 

prerequisite to provide desired nanomaterials and nanostructures, the effect from substrate 

roughness is the key to grow well-aligned three-dimensional (3D) ZnO nanostructures for 

fabricating patterned nano-memory.  

Second, because the performance of device is closely related to the material’s property, 

electrical property of one-dimensional (1D) ZnO nanomaterial by experimental and theoretical 

approaches have been characterized. The results reveal that the electrical resistance has nonlinear 

length dependence in the single crystal ZnO microbelt/nanobelt (MB/NB), which is significantly 

different with the bulk counterpart. Finite element simulation can identify the crystallography of 

the anisotropic semiconducting nanomaterial. 
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Third, when nanomaterials with a height-diameter ratio in-between zero-dimensional (0D) 

and 1D, its photoelectric properties will not follow the traditional Ohm’s law because of the 

additional nanoconfinement from the third dimension. Photoelectric property change in half-

dimensional (0.5D) ZnO nanomaterials as a function of illumination light intensity and materials 

geometry has been systematically studied. A new proposed model could more accurately predict 

the photoelectric characteristics of 0.5D semiconducting nanomaterials.  

Last, based on fundamental synthesis and properties characterization above, a new flexible 

nano-memory device based on ZnO NW arrays is fabricated. Benefited from 3D nanostructures 

and the unique polar charges screening effect induced electric hysteresis loop memory 

mechanism, the nano-memory device has outstanding performances in unit down to nanoscale, 

operation speed up to gigahertz, as well as excellent flexibility. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivation 

    As all known, data storage is an important and decisive element for information technology. 

We always want to store our information like music, documents or any other data in a large 

storage medium like hard disk drive, flash drive with very fast storing speed. In addition, those 

memory devices are desired to be as small as possible. However, though storage devices have 

greatly evolved for few decades, they are still behind people desire. This reality may be mainly 

caused by lacking breakthroughs both in finding new materials and in designing novel storing 

architectures.  

    With the advent of nanotechnology and nanomaterials for several decades, people now are 

able to design new electronic devices with enhanced performance via the novel properties of 

nanomaterials, stemming from the extraordinary large surface area-to-volume ratios and 

quantum effect.
1-4

 Nevertheless, there have very few reports on memory devices development 

using this new technique recently.
5, 6 

Herein, it is urgent and important to develop nano-memory 

devices with high performance based on this sense. 

    Our previous publication Song et al.
7 

revealed that a nonsymmetrical, Schottky-Ohmic 

contacted ZnO NW/MW can serve as a memristor if the channel length is short and the applied 

frequency is high (see Figure 1.1(a)). The electrical hysteresis loop as shown in Figure 1.1(c) 

arises from screening model of the polar charges at the two ends of the ZnO NW (see 

Figure1.1(b)). This novel phenomenon indicates a new nanoscale memory technique that could 

have high dense memory capacity and fast writing/erasing data storage speed. 
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    Since this is only a tentative experiment and discovery of new phenomenon, study of building 

semiconducting NR arrays to construct applicable nanoscale memory device is highly anticipated. 

Thus, it is desired to systematically study 1D ZnO nanomaterials first, which will be the main 

component of nano-memory device, and then to build high performance nanoscale memory 

device using vertical ZnO NR as the 3D memory unit with very-high density and ultra-fast 

operating speed. More than that, it is also highly desired to have memory device with flexible 

characteristic for special applications like robots, implantable intellectual system, biosensing 

system, etc. It is possible that flexible memory could be realized by unique nanodevices based on 

nanomaterials and architectures design as well as novel working principle. 

 

Figure 1.1. (a) Schematic structure of a memory device fabricated using a single ZnO NW/MW. 

(b) Schematic diagram of a ZnO wire along c-axes direction with polar surfaces on ((0001) 

surfaces terminated with Zn
2+

 and O
2-

ions, respectively (c) Typical multicycle I-V curves of the 

ZnO NW/MW device under an applied sinusoidal voltage signal with amplitude of 1 V at 

frequency of 100 Hz. Hysteresis loops appear in the forward bias.
7
 

1.2. Introduction of memory device 

    General speaking, memory device is referred to a computer components or recording media 

related technical storage device to retain digital data. Currently, the most commonly used data 

storage technologies are semiconductor, magnetic, and optical. To be specific, flash memory is 

an example of non-volatile semiconductor based memory device that has a semiconductor chip 
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containing millions of the tiny transistors or capacitors. Its basic structure is shown in 

Figure1.4(a); another example of main memory device is hard disk drive (see Figure1.4(b)) 

which uses different patterns of magnetization on a magnetically coated surface to store 

information, the typical behavior of this magnetic material is hysteresis loop as shown in Figure 

1.4(c). 

 

Figure 1.2. (a) Basic structure of flash memory.
8
 (b-c) Typical configuration of hard disk drive 

and magnetic hysteresis loop.
9
 

1.3. Basis of ZnO 

    As a direct wide bandgap semiconductor material, ZnO is well known for its applications in 

semiconducting industry and academic research for its nanostructures. The typical crystal 

structure of ZnO is hexagonal wurtzite which is the most stable structure in ambient. The 

hexagonal structure of ZnO has a space group of P63mc with the lattice constants a=0.325 nm 

and c=0.52 nm. ZnO is a strong piezoelectric material from its polar property, resulting from Zn 

and O atoms which have opposite charges in the different stacking plane. Usually, the total 

charge of the bulk ZnO is neutralized but the top layer of ZnO surface could be singly uncoupled 

and hence has electrical charge.  
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Table 1.1 Physical properties of intrinsic ZnO 

Property Value 

Lattice parameters (T=300 K) 
 

a
0
 0.32495 nm 

c
0
 0.52069 nm 

Density 5.606 g/cm
3
 

Stable phase at 300 K Wurtzite 

Melting point 2248 K 

Relative dielectric constant 8.656 

Refractive index 2.008, 2.029 

Gap energy 3.4 eV, direct 

Intrinsic carrier concentration <10
6
 cm

-3
 

Exciton binding energy 60 meV 

Electron effective mass 0.24 

Electron mobility( T= 300 K) 200 cm
2
/V s 

Hole effective mass 0.59 

Hole mobility (T= 300 K) 5-50 cm
2
/V s 

    Table 1.1 summarized the basic physical properties of ZnO.
10

 The intrinsic ZnO is an n-type 

semiconductor with a direct band gap of 3.37 eV, carrier concentration is less than 10
6
 cm

-3
. 

Besides, the electronic structure of ZnO is very important for its mechanical, electrical, and 

optical properties. As can be seen in Table1, the electron effective mass is 0.24 and mobility at 

room temperature is 200 cm
2
/V·s, hole effective mass is 0.59 and hole mobility at room 
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temperature is 5-50 cm
2
/V·s. These properties are helpful to semiconductor device fabrication 

and can be explained by semiconductor physics.  

1.4. Properties of 1D ZnO nanomaterials  

1.4.1. Optical property 

As showing in Figure 1.3(a), there are usually two emission bands for the photoluminescence 

spectrum of ZnO if excited by a UV laser at room temperature. One is the dominant UV 

emission peak at around 380 nm, coming from the near-band-edge emission through exciton-

exciton collision processes.
11

 The other is in at about 500 nm, which is attributed to the electron–

hole recombination at a deep level caused by intrinsic point defects and surface defects.
12

 

Furthermore, an unexpected emission at around 760 nm is presumably from the second order 

feature of UV band-edge emission.
13

  

 

Figure 1.3. (a) Room temperature photoluminescence spectrum of ZnO NWs.
14

 (b) scheme of a 

NW as a resonance cavity with two naturally faceted hexagonal end faces acting as reflecting 

mirrors.
15

(c) demonstration of ZnO lasers at room temperature.
16
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    While ZnO has a large exciton binding energy of 60 meV which can provide an efficient 

excitonic recombination for lasing, and each single NW in NW arrays has two end facets with 

high reflective to form a Fabry-Perot cavity (see Figure 1.3(b), thus ZnO NW arrays are good 

materials for the fabrication of room temperature lasers as shown in Figure1.3(c). 

1.4.2. Basic electrical property 

    As we know, the intrinsic 1D ZnO nanomaterial is natural n type semiconductor, when it is 

contacted with metal electrodes; either Ohmic contact or Schottky contact will be formed. The 

Ohmic contact is a non-rectifying junction, which means it has a linear I-V curve as showing in 

Figure 1.4(a). while a Schottky contact means having a large barrier height which is the 

difference of metal work function and electron affinity, and it shows diode like rectifying I-V 

curve as shown in Figure 1.4(b).
17

 However, for example, sometimes the contact between Au 

(5.1 eV) and ZnO (4.5 eV) is supposed to be Schottky contact but it is Ohmic due to the 

imperfect defect states at interface in fabrication. Moreover, Field effect transistors based on a 

single ZnO NW
18

 or ZnO NW thin films
19

 have been fabricated for use in optically transparent 

mechanically flexible electronics.
20

  

 

Figure 1.4. (a) Linear current–voltage measurement of a ZnO NW based Ohmic contact (b) 

diode like current–voltage measurement of a ZnO NW based Schottky contact.
17
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1.4.3. Common synthesis methodologies 

From the first day of appearing nanomaterials, people are dedicating in nanomaterials and 

nanostructures synthesis via a variety of approaches.
21, 22

 As to 1D semiconducting ZnO 

nanomaterial, researchers have developed many kinds of methods to obtain their desired 

products.
23, 24

 Typically, all methodologies can be classified as physical method and chemical 

method, and latter is often used in large-scale synthesis and very popular nowadays. There are 

two main techniques to synthesize 1D ZnO nanostructures: physical method and chemical 

method. In detail, a wide range of synthesis approaches have been developed to grow 1D ZnO 

nanomaterials, such as CVD
25

 (see Figure 1.5(a)), wet chemical methods
26

, eletrodeposition
27

 

(see Figure 1.5(b)), physical vapor deposition
28

, molecular beam epitaxy
29

, pulsed laser 

deposition
30

 (see Figure 1.5(d)). Among those techniques, physical methods usually require high  

 

Figure 1.5. (a) CVD grown ZnO NWs. (b.) Wet chemical grown ZnO NWs.(c) 

Electrodeposition grown ZnO NWs.(d)Pulse laser deposition grown ZnO NWs. 
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temperature, but can provide relatively high crystal quality; chemical methods especially wet 

chemical method are very attractive for its low cost, green synthesis, relatively low temperature, 

easy operation and large scale yield products. Most important, it is controllable by tuning growth 

parameters to obtain desired morphologies and properties of the final products, which is 

becoming the first chance technique in 1D ZnO nanomaterials growth. Herein, synthesis strategy 

in this work is wet chemical methods. 

1.5.  Challenge to flexible nano-memory device  

    The objective is to elucidate a novel technique termed flexible nano-memory device which is 

based on 1D ZnO NR arrays with excellent performance in high dense memory capacity, fast 

reading/writing storage speed and ultra-flexibility. Although we have some understanding about 

synthesis strategies and fundamental properties of 1D semiconducting ZnO nanomaterials, 

possible memory mechanism, some basis knowledge from materials to fabricate the device are 

still unclear.  

1.5.1. Controllable synthesis 

    By taking advantage of chemical method, we use wet chemical synthesis to synthesis the 

component nanomaterials for nano-memory device. Although this is a well-developed technique 

and many parameters such as growth temperature, precursor concentration, solution PH value 

and substrate to control growth 1D ZnO nanomaterials have been well researched
31-33

, the effect 

from substrate roughness is still unknown. The controllable synthesis required to reveal the 

influence from this key factor to grow well aligned 1D ZnO nanostructures, which is the 

prerequisite for creating high performance devices.  
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1.5.2. Electrical properties characterization 

    It is well known that the resistance of a bulk semiconductor material is linearly dependent on 

its length according to Ohm’s law, but some recent works reveal that nanostructured materials 

may not obey this classic rule.
34, 35

 For example, A. N. Andriotis et al.
34

 revealed that the 

nonlinear length dependence of electrical transport in single-walled carbon NTs was abnormal, 

which is an intrinsic feature of the carbon NTs. As to the anisotropic 1D ZnO nanomaterials, 

there is no research describing the similar investigation from its intrinsic feature. Undoubtedly, 

obtaining the basic conductive property of the functional single crystal semiconducting 

nanomaterials is the essential basis for further functional nanodevice design and improving its 

performance.
14, 36

 As to proposed nano-memory device, its performance is mainly depending on 

I-V switch characterization, well known the basic electrical anisotropy can predict and 

manipulate the performance. 

    Besides, our recent publication demonstrated that when nanomaterials with a height-diameter 

ratio in between 0D and 1D, its photoelectric properties do not follow the traditional ohm’s law 

because of the additional nanoconfinement from the third dimension.
37

 The proposed nano-

memory device needed to understand both the size induced effect and illumination light intensity 

influence on wet chemical grown 1D ZnO nanostructure and related physical properties changes. 

1.5.3. Flexible nano-memory device 

    Because the final objective is to develop novel flexible nano-memory device, it must be 

possessing high dense storage capacity, ultra-fast operation speed and persistent flexibility. The 

unique 3D nanostructures design will enable the smallest physical storage unit comparing to 

current planar techniques in industry. our recently work revealed a memory mechanism that 1D 

ZnO nanomaterial with polar charges can induce electric hysteresis loop and Schottky contacts 
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has the response frequency up to gigahertz in theory, and the publications induced the feasibility 

of fabricating electronic devices on flexible substrates.
7
 However, with the full support of all 

these possible prerequisite studies  there are still several issues needed to be solved including 

what size of 1D ZnO nanomaterials can produce good hysteresis loop, how to make patterned 1D 

ZnO nanomaterials on flexible substrate, how to characterize the flexible nano-memory device’s 

performance to demonstrate its excellence, etc. Relied on the prerequisite research and challenge 

analysis above, it is promising that novel flexible nano-memory device can be fabricated with 

superior performances and advantages comparing to the current technology.  
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CHAPTER 2 THE ROLE OF SUBSTRATE ROUGHNESS ON ZINC OXIDE NANOWIRE 

ARRAYS GROWTH BY HYDROTHERMAL APPROACH 

2.1. Introduction 

    Over decades, ZnO nanomaterial has attracted intensive research interest due to its unique 

mechanical, electrical, chemical and optical properties.
3, 38-41

 As a wide band gap semiconductor, 

ZnO has various forms in nanostructures like nanoparticles
42

, nanoplatelets
43

, NRs
44

, NWs
45

, 

NTs
46

, peculiar nanocastles
47

, nanoforests
48

, and more, among which ZnO NWs attract special 

attentions in optoelectronics, sensor applications, and nanogenerators.
7, 49, 50

 Since ZnO NWs can 

be grown on different substrates, such as inorganic
51

, organic
52

, crystalline
53

 and 

organometallic
54

 by physical vapor deposition
55

, CVD
56

, hydrothermal deposition
57

, pulse laser 

deposition
58

, and so on. Many unique properties and applications of ZnO NWs depend on the 

NW diameter, number density or total grown area. It is much more desirable to well control the 

size, orientation, and density of the NWs for device application. There are some studies on 

controllable synthesis of ZnO NWs. For instance, the average diameter of ZnO NWs grown by 

CVD method can be controlled by changing the oxygen flow rate and hence the Zn vapor 

supersaturation.
59, 60

 Yang et al.
 
found that ZnO NWs’ position, orientation, diameter, and 

density could be controlled by epitaxial substrate, the positions of the NWs can be controlled by 

the initial positions of Au catalyst and the NW areal density can be controlled by modifying the 

thickness of Au catalyst.
15

 Song et al.
 
found that both the partial pressure of O2 and total system 

pressure had distinct effects on the final morphologies of ZnO nanostructures.
61

 There are some 

literatures reporting the study of catalyst effects.
62-64

 As to substrate roughness effects on ZnO 
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NW arrays growth, there are few literatures reported. However, ZnO NWs growth heavily 

depends on substrate roughness and such kind of nanostructures also have extensive application 

in nanodevice fabrication.
65, 66

 Besides, comparing with other common used synthesis methods, 

hydrothermal approach takes advantages of lower temperature, easier operation, lower cost, 

larger-scale production and more controllability.
67

 Thus, it is urgent and extremely important to 

understand how substrate roughness in hydrothermal synthesis correlates to the ZnO NWs 

growth results. In this chapter, we report a detailed investigation on how the diameter and 

number density of ZnO NW array grown by hydrothermal approach vary with substrate 

roughness. This work was published in Acta Metallurgica Sinica (English Letters) 2016, 29, 237-

242.
68

 

2.2. Experimental 

2.2.1. Substrates etching and synthesis of NWs 

    Six identical silicon substrates were etched by a mixture solution of 0.4M sodium hydroxide 

and 26.3 mL Isopropyl alcohol at 80°C for different time.
69

 Small pyramids were formed on the 

silicon surface as a result of anisotropy of wet chemical etching process.
70

 Following the general 

procedure to grow ZnO NWs on the as-etched silicon substrates via hydrothermal method
71

, a 5 

nm thick ZnO seed layer was firstly sputtered on all six substrates under the same conditions. 

0.05M hexamethylenetetramine solution was mixed with 0.05M Zinc nitrate hexahydrate in 

solution at ratio of 1:1 in a beaker. Then seed layer surfaces of substrates were floated facing 

down on the 85
 
°C liquid solution for 45 minutes. 

2.2.2. Characterization 

    We measured the surface roughness of the as-etched substrates before ZnO NWs growth by 

using AFM (Park Systems XE-70) in non-contact mode. AFM cantilever is ANSCM-PA 
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(Appnano) with resonance frequency of 300 kHz. FESEM (JEOL 7000) was employed to 

characterize the morphology of the as-grown ZnO NWs. 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. Substrates AFM measurement  

The morphologies of the six substrates with different roughness are shown in Figure 2.1. The 

average roughness of the six substrate surfaces is measured to be (a) 32.0 nm ± 1.6nm, (b) 66.3 ± 

3.3 nm, (c) 103.9 ± 5.2 nm, (d) 221.0 ± 11.0 nm, (e) 238.1 ± 12.0 nm, and (f) 256.0 ± 12.8 nm, 

respectively. Substrate roughness was obtained by three times measurements on every substrate 

with randomly selected area of 30 m×30 m and the statistical measurement significantly 

reduced error caused by the none perfect sample uniformity. An extremely thin ZnO seed layer 

was deposited on all etched substrates for facilitating ZnO NWs growth
59

; other the other hand, 

since our etched samples have relatively high roughness from about 32 nm to 256 nm compared 

to 5 nm thickness ZnO thin film coverage, the influence from this intermediate can be reasonably 

ignored.  

 

Figure 2.1. AFM measurement for six substrates with different roughness (a) 32.0 nm ± 1.6nm, 

(b) 66.3 ± 3.3 nm, (c) 103.9 ± 5.2 nm, (d) 221.0 ± 11.0 nm, (e) 238.1 ± 12.0 nm, and (f) 256.0 ± 

12.8 nm. 
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2.3.2. Surface morphology of ZnO NWs 

Figure 2.2 shows the surface morphology of all six samples in an area of 1,500 nm×1,135 nm, 

exhibiting the clear hexagonal shape of ZnO NWs with wurtzite structure and demonstrating a 

variation of the morphology upon increasing substrate roughness also.  

 

Figure 2.2. SEM images of the as-grown NW array on substrates presented in Figure 2.1, 

accordingly.  

2.3.3. Morphology and orientation of ZnO NWs evolution 

The interpretative schematic diagram in Figure 2.3 demonstrates the growth evolution- how 

the morphology and orientation of NWs changes with increasing substrate roughness. It can be 

observed that morphology of NWs varies distinctly from almost vertical alignment to flower-like 

along with the roughness increase. In addition, despite of the difference of substrate roughness, 

all individual NWs are approximately perpendicular to the surface of substrate rather than in 

vertical direction. 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram demonstrating how morphology and orientation of ZnO NWs 

evolve with substrate roughness from flat to coarse. 

2.3.4. Statistics data analysis 

In order to statistically analyze the average diameter of NWs and number density of NWs, we 

used the statistical software named Nano measurer with high accuracy to analyze all six samples 

based on their top view SEM images with the same magnification and pixel size. Figure 2.4(a) 

plots the roughness distribution among those samples. It can be seen that the average diameter 

with standard deviation about 13% decreased slightly with the increase of substrate roughness, so 

did the number density of NWs with standard deviation about 6%, which is the number of NWs 

in the specific area as shown in Figure 2.2. The average diameter of NWs for six samples varied 

from 29.1 nm to 32.8 nm and the number density ranged between 290.3 per m
2
 and 352.3 per 

m
2
 as shown in Figure 2.4(b) and 4(c). Moreover, as shown in Figure 2.4(d), both NW averaged 

diameter and NW number density decrease with the growing roughness. All statistics data are 

summarized in Table 2.1.  
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Figure 2.4. Statistics result of (a) Substrate roughness, (b) Average diameter of NWs, (c) 

Number density of NWs and (d) Relationship between substrate roughness and induced NW 

averaged diameter and NW number density. 

Table 2.1 Substrate Parameters and NW Statistic Results 

Sample 

Substrate 

Roughness (nm) 

NW Average 

Diameter (nm) 

NW Number Density  

(/ m
2
) 

1 32.0 32.8 352.3 

2 66.3 31.6 346.7 

3 103.9 30.5 320.4 

4 221.0 30.1 309.0 

5 238.1 30.0 298.3 

6 256.0 29.1 290.3 
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2.3.5. Theoretical interpretation 

    In order to explain the experimental result, the classic nucleation theory was developed to 

study the relationship between substrate roughness and average diameter, number density of the 

NWs. Referring to Wenzel model
72

, we can define the roughness factor r as the ratio of the 

surface area Sr of a factual rough substrate to a smooth substrate with surface area S0 based on 

the fact that the surface area Sr of a factual rough substrate increases with its surface roughness 

value. So the roughness factor r of a factual substrate surface can be written as: 

0rr S S                                                                                                                                      (2.1) 

Furthermore, since the intrinsic contact angle  is designated by the wetting angle of solution on 

the smooth surface, wetting angle * of rough interface can be expressed as
73

 

( )
cos cosCL CS

SL

r
r

 
 



 
                                                                                                     (2.2) 

Where, CL, CS and SL are the specific crystal/liquid interface energy, crystal/substrate interface 

energy, and substrate/liquid interface energy, respectively. 

    According to Equation (2.2), wetting angle of rough surface will decrease along with the 

increasing roughness factor if the initial contact angle on flat substrate is less than 90
o
. While in 

real chemical reaction, the initial nucleation happens on interface of solution droplet and 

substrate, and the water contact angle was measured to be about 38
o
 on freshly sputtered ZnO 

seed layers on Si substrate.
74

 Thus, we can reasonably assume an expression of surface free 

energy with roughness factor by using classic Young’s equation
75

 

 coscos rLVLVSLSVs  
                                                                                   (2.3) 

Here SV, SL, and LV indicate the solid-vapor, the solid-liquid, and the liquid-vapor interfaces 

energy, respectively. 
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    According to nucleation theory, nucleation density has the following equation
76

 

exp( )N A G RT                                                                                                                   (2.4) 

where N is nucleation density, ∆G* is activation energy of nucleation, which contains volume 

free energy ∆GV and surface free energy ∆GS or ∆S , T is growth temperature, and A is a 

constant. Therefore, we can combine equation (2.3) and (2.4) together and achieve an expression 

of nucleation density which is linked to surface roughness or surface free energy as: 

exp( ) exp[ ( ) ] exp[ ( cos ) ]V s V LVN A G RT A G RT A G r RT                           (2.5) 

It is noticeable that increased roughness factor r will firstly increase the Gibbs free energy 

change (∆G*) by increasing free surface energy and then decrease the probability of nucleation 

sites density, which results in diminishing of NW number density. From the statistical analysis of 

the ZnO NWs sample synthesized with different substrate roughness (See Table 2.1), when 

substrate roughness linearly increased from 32.0 nm to 256 nm, NW number density accordingly 

decreased from 352.3 ( /m
2
 ) to 290.3( /m

2
 ), which is in accordance with equation (2.5). 

Meanwhile, based on literature that quantitatively describes controllable diameter of ZnO NW 

growth from classical nucleation theory, the diameter of ZnO NW in this experiment can be 

written as
59

 

1

2 2
4 sin 4

[1 ( cos ) ]LV LV

V V

d r
G G

  


 
  

 
                                                                                (2.6) 

Although the sizes of ZnO NW synthesized by wet chemical method are strongly dependent on 

[Zn
2+

] concentration
77

, the effect from substrate roughness is still distinguishable. From equation 

(6), we can infer that the diameter of ZnO NW will be slightly and reversely proportional to the 

substrate roughness, which matches well with our experimental observations that sizes of ZnO 
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NWs drop from about 33 nm down to about 29 nm proportionally with the increase of substrate 

roughness. 

2.3.6. Verification experiment 

Finally, the control experiments were carried out to verify the statistic result and the deduced 

mechanism. Figure 2.5(a) is the 3D morphology of AFM measurement on the new etched 

substrate, displaying the substrate roughness is 221.0 nm. Figure 2.5(b) shows the SEM image of 

the ZnO NWs grown on this substrate. Through statistical analysis, the NW number density is 

310.8 (/m
2
) and the averaged diameter is 30.1 nm, correspondingly, which closes to its 

expected position in the linear lines of statistic data in Figure 2.4. Thus, it is possible to control 

the density and diameter through adjusting substrate roughness. 

 

Figure 2.5. Verification experiment result. (a) AFM image for the substrate roughness 

measurement. (b) As-grown NW array characterized by SEM. 

2.4. Conclusions 

    This work systematically investigated substrate roughness effect on the morphology of ZnO 

NW arrays grown via hydrothermal method. Six etched silicon substrates with different 

roughness were purposely prepared for growing ZnO NW arrays. The substrate roughness and 

the as-grown NW samples were characterized by AFM and SEM, correspondingly. Statistical 

analysis on the data shows that average NW diameter and number density of ZnO NW arrays are 
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inverse proportional to the increase of substrate roughness. In order to interpret this result, two 

equations to describe number density-roughness, average diameter-roughness based on classic 

theory of nucleation and the Gibbs adsorption equation were successfully deduced, respectively. 

The verifying experiments demonstrated the accuracy of deduced mechanism involving substrate 

roughness in NW nucleation growth. Those revealed findings are important for understanding 

the key role of substrate roughness in NW growth and to further help to well control the growth 

of ZnO NWs for high performance nanodevices. 
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CHAPTER 3 NONLINEAR LENGTH DEPENDENT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF 

SINGLE CRYSTAL ZINC OXIDE MICRO/NANOBELT 

3.1. Introduction 

    As the wide and direct band gap (Eg = 3.35 eV) semiconductor, one-dimensional ZnO 

MWs/NWs and MBs/NBs have been widely used to fabricate electrical devices like 

nanogenerators, field effect transistors, gated diodes, gas sensing devices, and memory storage 

device, etc.
78-83

 Apparently, these applications severely rely on the fundamental electrical 

properties of the build blocks in microscales and nanoscales
84-87

, which is extremely important 

for both understanding the basic properties for materials in that size and improving the design 

and efficiency of the devices composed of them. It is well known that the resistance of bulk 

semiconductor material is linearly dependent on its length according Ohm’s law, but some recent 

works reveal that nanostructured materials may not obey this classic rule. For example, Antonis 

N. Andriotis et al.
34

 revealed that the length dependence of electrical transport in single-wall 

carbon NTs was abnormal. The nonlinear resistance as a function of the NT length obtained in 

their calculations and experimental findings confirmed it was an intrinsic feature of the carbon 

NTs. As to the ZnO NWs, there is no publication to describe corresponding investigation in 

depth. Almost all the related publications focused on the I-V characteristics of semiconductor 

nanostructures instead of the deep mechanism on the length dependence.
88, 89

 Undoubtedly, 

Obtaining the basic conductive property of the functional single crystal semiconducting NW/NB 

is the essential basis for further functional nanodevice design and improving its performance.
14, 36
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In short, it is highly interesting and necessary to investigate whether the exceptional intrinsic 

electrical property lies in the 1D single crystal semiconducting ZnO micro/nanostructures. 

   Up to present, people have measured the electrical resistance and resistivity of single 

semiconductor NW/NB by using TEM-scanning tunneling microscope
87

, four terminal methods
35

, 

and probe station combined with I-V measurement system
88

, etc. All of them require using the 

complicated microelectronic manufacture techniques and specially designed equipment to 

perform the measurement. Recently, with the development of multifunctional AFM, it is more 

convenient to perform in situ measurement of electrical
90

, magnetic
91

, and piezoelectric
92

 

properties of nanomaterials in the atmosphere environment. Li et al.
93

 reported that the 

transverse I-V characteristic of ZnO MB was carried out under elastic loads by using Pt-coated 

AFM tip and that the transverse electrical conductivity varied with different mechanical elastic 

loads from AFM tip was stemmed from the electron depletion zone induced by local 

piezoelectric effect on the ZnO single crystal belt. 

   In this chapter, we report the length dependent electrical resistance property characterization of 

a single crystal ZnO MB/NB using C-AFM technique and the proposed mechanism based on the 

crystal structure analysis. The quantitative characterization on the relationship between 

resistance and MB/NB length was acquired by measuring the resistance of the belt between 

conductive AFM tip and the fixing electrode. The measured result reveals that the electrical 

resistance of ZnO MB/NB is exponential to its length rather than the linear dependence as Ohm’s 

law predicated. The proposed mechanism and further confirmative measurements verify that the 

nonlinear resistance-length curve of ZnO MB/NB is associated with anisotropic electron speed in 

the different crystal lattice planes stacked inside the single crystal belt. This work was published 

in Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2013, 15, 8222-8227.
3
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3.2. Experiment setting 

The experiment setup is schematically shown in Figure 3.1. An intrinsic silicon wafer was first 

coated with a thin layer of silicon oxide as insulating layer and one end of the single crystal ZnO 

MB/NB synthesized by CVD approach
28, 94

 then was mounted on the substrate with silver paste, 

which also served as an electrode for next step electrical characterization. The Pt coated 

conductive AFM tip, which also acted as another electrode, scanned the MB/NB surface in 

tapping mode to obtain the topography image to locate the MB/NB and then to acquire I-V 

curves at different length as the points indicated in Figure 3.1. The inset shows the optical 

microscopy image of the measurement process captured when conductive AFM tip acquired the 

I-V curve on the ZnO MB/NB. The crystal structure of the ZnO MB/NB was examined by a 

JEOL 7000 SEM at 20 kV high accelerating voltage. The TEM image of a single ZnO MB/NB 

was recorded on a TECNAI F20 with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.  

 

Figure 3.1. The schematic diagram of ZnO MB/NB measurement setting up using C-AFM (the 

inset photo is the optical image when the AFM tip performs the measurement).  
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3.3.  Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Crystal structure characterization 

Figure 3.2(a) shows that the ZnO MB/NB has a regular shape and one end is fixed on the 

nonconductive substrate by silver paste. In our experiment, the relatively large size of the belt 

was chosen to perform the characterization for the sake of easy manipulation to fabricate 

measurable device. The HRTEM of the selected area in the Figure 3.2(b) shows the inter planer 

spacing of 0.28 nm between two adjacent (101̅0) planes of ZnO MB/NB in Figure 3.2(c). After 

further analyzing its SAED pattern (the inset of Figure 3.2(c)) in [0001] electron beam direction, 

which is a typical hexagon close packed pattern, we can confirm that the ZnO MB/NB is a single 

crystal with wurtzite hexagonal structure and the preferred growth direction is [011̅0] rather than 

along the c-axis [0001] direction of most ZnO MB/NB.
95-99

  

 

Figure 3.2. (a) Field emission SEM image of ZnO MB/NB device revealing the flat top surface 

of the belt laying on nonconductive flat substrate. (b) The part of belt was chosen to do TEM 

measurement (c) HRTEM image of ZnO MB/NB on the area indicated in Figure 3.2(b) (Inserted 

figure is the diffraction pattern of the sample showing the growth direction is [011̅0]). 
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3.3.2. C-AFM data acquisition 

Figure 3.3(b) is the 3D ZnO MB/NB topography image which was obtained by scanning AFM 

in tapping mode, illustrating that it is about 30 m wide and 1.5 m thick. The surface of the 

sample appeared to be very flat. Physical contact was established between the MB/NB top 

surface and Pt AFM conductive tip through AFM contact mode, allowing a close electrical 

circuit configuration to perform I-V curve measurements. Furthermore, tip loading position can 

be directly selected on the ZnO MB/NB topographical image, which is a convenient feature of 

the AFM. A constant normal force was kept for every measurement to minimize system error. 

Figure 3.3(c) shows a series of I-V curves under the reversed bias according to the positions 

schematically marked with crosses in Figure 3.3(a), which started from the interface of the 

MB/NB and the fixed electrode toward to the free end of the belt. The colored curves in Figure 

3.3(c) are the corresponding I-V curves acquired through the same belt with different length 

connected in the measuring circuit. All the I-V curves show asymmetry rectifying shape and the 

forward bias is negative potential relative to the ground indicated in Figure 3.1. Moreover, the 

conductance decreases as the length of the MB/NB increases. However, there is no direct 

conclusion that can be drawn from these curves and the quantificational relationship between the 

resistance of a single crystal MB/NB and its length requires further investigation by processing 

the measured data mathematically. The asymmetry rectifying shape I-V curve is because of the 

ZnO MB/NB based device possesses a metal-semiconductor-metal structure which has a resistor 

composed of semiconducting belt and Schottky contact formed by the Pt AFM tip and ZnO 

MB/NB. On the other end of the MB/NB, the contact between silver paste and ZnO MB/NB is 

Ohmic
100 

and the resistance is small enough to be reasonably neglected. The equivalent circuit of 

this measurement system is shown in the inset of Figure 3.3(c). From the I-V curves acquired by 
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this design, the typical rectifying nonlinear I-V characteristic
101

 is obvious due to the dominating 

value of the Schottky barrier comparing with the resistance of the ZnO MB/NB. Since the 

resistance of Schottky contact is identical during all the acquisitions of the I-V curves with 

different length of the same ZnO MB/NB included in the measuring circuit (see the following 

deduction), the electrical resistance of the MB/NB itself can be derived from the total resistance 

in the circuit by subtracting the Schottky barrier which is the measured resistance when the 

conductive AFM tip acquires I-V curve on the MB/NB with zero length included.  

 

Figure 3.3. (a) Topography image obtained through scanning AFM in taping mode. AFM tip 

presses the positions, schematically marked by green crosses to acquire I-V curves for different 

length of the same ZnO MB/NB included between AFM tip and silver electrode. (b) AFM 3D 

topography of the ZnO MB/NB device revealing the flat surfaces. (c) I-V curves of ZnO MB/NB 

with different lengths connected in the measuring circuit. Inset is the equivalent circuit of the 

measurement. 

   As the equivalent circuit in the inset of Figure 3.3(c) indicated, the total electrical resistance of 

the circuit is the sum of Schottky contact resistance (Rcontact) and the resistance of the ZnO 

MB/NB (Rbelt), thus the total potential can be expressed as 

IRRVVV beltcontactbeltcontact )( 
                                                                                      (3.1) 
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V is the applied voltage and I is the corresponding current in the circuit. For a Schottky contact 

the current density (
s

J ) governed by thermionic emission over the barrier is given by
102

 

]1))[exp(
2
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                                                                                     (3.2) 

Where A
*
 is Richardson’s constant, 

B
 is the Schottky barrier height, T is temperature, K is 

Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge, V is the applied voltage. The Schottky contact 

resistivity (
C

 ) and resistance (Rcontact) can be calculated by the following two equations 
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Here J is the current density in the circuit, A is the Schottky contact area and V is the applied 

voltage. The Schottky contact resistance can be obtained by calculating the limitation value of

C
 , so the electrical resistance of Schottky contact can be regarded as constant in all I-V curves 

acquiring processes for that its values will not change during the measurements. 

3.3.3. Resistance determining 

    According to the analysis above, the electrical resistance of the belt verses its length can be 

derived by subtracting the constant Schottky contact resistance as the dot plots shown in Figure 

3.4. The resistances are corresponding to the various lengths of the ZnO MB/NB connected in 

the measuring circuit as the green part of the ZnO MB/NB between AFM tip and electrode in the 

inset of Figure 3.4. By fitting the discrete ZnO MB/NB resistances (Rd) with lengths (d), an 

exponential curve with equation coefficients (a1 =0.5268, a2 = 0.3577) could be obtained as 

shown in Figure 3.4 and expressed by 
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1 2exp( )dR a a d                                                                                                                   (3.5) 

The experimental data obviously shows ZnO MB/NB electrical resistance exponentially 

increases with its length, which is significantly different from the linear length independent 

resistance of bulk counterpart. In order to know the basic physics under the resistance of single 

crystal ZnO MB/NB, we expanded the exponential equation (3.5), which was obtained based on 

the experimental measurement, into polynomials and equation (3.5), the resistance (Rd) of the 

single crystal ZnO MB/NB with measuring length (d), could be rewritten as 

0.9625

1 0.0565
d

d
R

d




 
                                                                                                                      (3.6) 

From equation (3.6), the electrical behavior of this ZnO MB/NB is significantly different from 

the classic Ohm’s law that the resistance of semiconductor is linear to its length.  

 

Figure 3.4. The measured resistances of the ZnO MB/NB with different lengths were connected 

in the measuring circuit. Red curve and black squares are the fitted curve and experimental 

results of the resistances verses ZnO MB/NB length, respectively. Inset is the scheme of the 

measurement. 
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3.3.4. Main conduction planes transportation mechanism 

   Normally, resistance comes from the impedance to the electrons that run through the materials 

under electrical field. In order to understand the detailed electrons transport process inside the 

MB/NB belt, we propose a model based on the crystal structure of the single crystal ZnO 

MB/NB to interpret its nonlinear length dependent resistance. Owing that the contributions to 

total electrical resistance from Schottky contacts keep constant and have no influence on the 

length dependent I-V curves acquisition, the affective factors leading to the non-linear electrical 

resistance must be from the intrinsic characteristic of MB/NB. Besides, Lee et al.
103

 reported that 

the electrical conductivity along the ab plane ( a b ) was higher than that along the c axis (c ) 

for the CuAlO2 crystal with structural anisotropy(a b ≥ 25c). Based on the anisotropic structure 

of ZnO single crystal, the similar crystal planes with much higher electrical conductivity rather 

than along the growth direction are expected to exist in ZnO MB/NB. Hence we can reasonably 

assume that electrons in ZnO MB/NB are mainly transported along these higher conduction 

lattice planes. If the electrical conductivity along the planes, which have an angle to the 

longitudinal direction of the MB/NB, is much larger than that of the planes parallel to the 

longitudinal direction, the overall conductivity of the MB/NB will mainly rely on the 

conductivity along the planes with highest conductivity. As shown in Figure 3.5(a), these main 

conduction planes inside ZnO MB/NB are not perpendicular or parallel to the longitudinal axis 

of ZnO MB/NB but with an angle of 



2
 , as the inclined strips indicated in the schematic 

Figure 3.5. Electrons inside this belt have preferred crystal planes as transport path which has a 

much higher conducting capability than other directions, resulting that the electrons move to the 

anode along within these main conducting crystal planes (restricted in a small thickness less than 

the inter plane distance) under an longitudinal direction electrical field. Thus, the electron 
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carriers mostly run through the main conduction planes. Based on this understanding, the 

effective electrical resistance of the ZnO MB/NB can be simply inferred out by a geometrical 

approach as indicated in Figure 3.5(b):  

)1(
2sin

2
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                                                                      (3.7) 

Where , s and l is the resistivity, cross section area and length of a given ZnO MB/NB 

respectively from the classic Pouillet’s law. 
ZnO  is the resistivity of ZnO MB/NB, w stands for 

the width, d represents the length, h is the thickness, and θ is the complementary angle of main 

conduction planes with the longitude direction of the ZnO MB/NB. Comparing the equation 

(3.7) deduced from the model of electric conductivity of anisotropy lattice planes with equation 

(3.6), which is obtained from the experimental data, they are highly identified in term of

1

21

c d

c d



 
, where c1 and c2 are constant coefficients for both expressions. By comparing equation 

(3.7) obtained from the theoretical model with equation (6), the experimental deduction, we can 

get = 30
o 

which is corresponding to (112̅0), (1̅1̅20), (1̅21̅0), (12̅10) planes in ZnO MB/NB 

with = 174 ∙cm. (112̅0) and (1̅1̅20) planes are the stripes described in Figure 3.5 and (1̅21̅0), 

(12̅10) planes are the mirror image of stripes in the belt which are also satisfied with our model, 

according to the crystal structure analysis in Figure 3.2. The detailed crystal model is shown in 

Figure 3.6. 

With increasing the length of the MB/NB, the resistance will increase exponentially. When the 

length of the MB/NB connected in the circuit is very short, all the main conduction planes are 

connected with the electrodes (as indicated by the gold lines in Figure 3.5(a)), resulting in a good 

conductance. As the length of the ZnO MB/NB increases along the longitude direction, some of 
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the main conduction planes become loosing connections with the electrodes and the conducting 

channel becomes narrow as indicated in Figure 3.5(b). When the length of the ZnO MB/NB is 

increased too long enough for all the main conduction planes lost connections with the 

electrodes, as shown in Figure 3.5(c), the resistance increases abruptly. The resistance of the 

single crystal ZnO NB/NB not only relies on the length of the main conduction plane but also the 

number of them, which are connected within the measurement circuit. In brief, the resistance of 

the single crystal ZnO NB/MB exponentially increases with the length due to the anisotropic 

high conduction lattice planes, in contrary to the linear Ohm’s law in classic physics. 

 

Figure 3.5. The schematic model of the electron transport channel change in the ZnO MB/NB 

with the length change of the belt between the two electrodes. Stripes are the favorite conducting 

planes, along which the electrons have much faster moving speed under electric field. (a) Large 

volume of the conduction planes connected with the electrodes when short length of the ZnO 

MB/NB is connected within the measuring circuit. (b) Reduced volume of the conduction planes 

connected with the electrodes when longer length of the ZnO MB/NB is connected within the 

measuring circuit. (c) All the conduction planes loose contact with the electrodes when the 

length of the ZnO MB/NB is larger enough, resulting in a sharp increase of the resistance. 
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Figure 3.6. Crystal structure of the ZnO MB/NB with main conduction planes. 

3.3.5. Verified experiment 

   Furthermore, from the schematic figures in Figure 3.5, there is a conductance cut off length, 

beyond which all the main conduction planes lose contact with the electrodes and carrier 

electrons have no fast transport path, resulting in an inflexion point in the resistance-length 

curve. On the other hand, based on the theoretical equation (3.7), a cut off length is calculated to 

be about 17.5 m for a ZnO MB with a width of 30 µm. Proof experiments have been carried by 

acquiring I-V curves on the positions covered the cut off length and the corresponding I-V 

curves are shown in Figure 3.7. From the slopes of the I-V curves, we could clearly tell the 

resistance increase with the length. When the length of the ZnO MB reaches cut off length of 

about 17.7µm, the resistance tends to be extremely large as shown by the pink I-V curve in 

Figure 3.7, indicating all the main conduction planes lost connections with the electrodes. Those 

measurements further prove the conduction plane model proposed in the report for the single 

crystal ZnO NB/MB. 
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Figure 3.7. I-V curves of ZnO MB/NB measured near the cut off length d0 (d0≈17.7m) from 

the fixing end, displaying a fast drop of the conductance. 

3.3.6. Additional measurements on other sample with the same growth direction 

Based on the same data processing approach and assuming mechanism model in this chapter, 

we can obtain 1 2exp( )dR a a d   with coefficients (a1 =0.2883, a2 = 0.4289) as showing in 

Figure 3.8(c). This equation can be rewritten as polynomials, 
0.4865

1 0.064
d

d
R

d




 
. Hence, we can 

deduct the corresponding main conduction planes are (101̅0), (1̅100), (1̅010) and (11̅00) planes 

with =60
o
 in equation (3.7) in this chapter. The same conclusion in this chapter can be achieved 

here. 
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Figure 3.8. C-AFM measurement of ZnO MB/NB.(a) Topography of ZnO MB/NB acquired by 

AFM in tapping mode;(b) I-V curves of ZnO MB/NB with different lengths connected in the 

measuring circuit.(c) The measured resistances of the ZnO MB/NB with different lengths were 

connected in the measuring circuit. 

3.3.7. Measurements on ZnO MW/NWs along [0001] growth direction 

The comparing measurement result of hexagon ZnO MW/NW showing that its resistances are 

linear with respect to its length. Furthermore, our mechanism model in this chapter can perfectly 

explain ZnO MW/NWs growth along [0001] direction. For free standing ZnO NWs growth along 

c axis, the main conducting planes would be {01-10} planes that are parallel to the longitude 

direction of the ZnO MW/NW, the angle  in the equation (3.7) is 90 degree so that the 

resistance is proportional to the length. 

 

Figure 3.9. C-AFM measurement of ZnO MW/NW.(a) Topography of ZnO MW/NW acquired 

by AFM in tapping mode; (b) I-V curves of ZnO MW/NW with different lengths connected in 

the measuring circuit.(c) The measured resistances of the ZnO MW/NW with different lengths 

were connected in the measuring circuit. 
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3.4.  Conclusions 

   In summary, the nonlinear length dependent electrical resistance of a single crystal ZnO 

MB/NB is from the anisotropic conduction planes inside the crystal. The physical model based 

on the main conduction planes well explains the nonlinear electron transportation mechanism of 

single crystal semiconductor materials in micro/nanoscale, and it is possibly to make an 

applicable use of this knowledge in the next generation micro/nano-electromechanical devices or 

electrical circuit designs.  
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CHAPTER 4 PHYSICAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION FOR ELECTRICAL ANISOTROPY OF 

SINGLE CRYSTAL ZINC OXIDE MICRO/NANOBELT USING FEM 

4.1. Introduction 

    With the progress of science and technology, materials which serve as the basis for 

constructing any objects are required to be more precisely characterized to satisfy the ever 

increasing advanced device design demands. Undoubtedly, electrical property is one of the most 

important basic properties of materials, especially for semiconducting materials, which play key 

role in semiconducting industry. Furthermore, many materials synthesized in nanoscale exhibit 

novel and exceptional properties
1, 2, 56

 comparing with their bulk counterparts, primarily ascribed 

to quantum confinement effect and extra-high surface energy at ultra-small size.
4, 104

 Electrical 

property of nanomaterials is also significantly different with its bulk countparts.
3, 34

 The relevant 

electrical property research on nanomaterial not only improves the scientific understanding of 

charge carrier transport with nanoconfinment but also guides the nanodevice design and 

performance.  

    Our previous experimental result shows that electrical resistance is nonlinear length 

dependence in the semiconducting single crystal ZnO MB/NB.
3
 In this chapter, we report the 

progress result of the intrinsic electrical anisotropy caused nonlinear resistance-length relation of 

single crystal ZnO MB/NB via FEM based on C-AFM experimental result. By building 3D 

model with same parameters as in experiment, a detailed electrical transport mechanism in single 

crystal ZnO MB/NB has been revealed. By comparing of ECD distribution in different 

nanocrystallography, the proposed interpretative model that anisotropic conductivity caused the 
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main transportation channels along specific crystal planes inside MB/NB is well coincided with 

the experimental measurement. This work was published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 2014, 104, 

153109.
39

 

4.2. Experimental section 

As schematically described in Figure 4.1(a), the fundamental C-AFM measurement on single 

crystal ZnO MB/NB is as following: one end of a single crystal ZnO MB/NB (synthesized by 

CVD approach
28,60

) was embedded in silver electrode on the insulated silicon oxide layer of an 

intrinsic silicon wafer substrate. Silver contacting one end of the single crystal ZnO MB/NB 

formed Ohmic contact
105

, while Pt coated conductive AFM tip acted as Schottky contact.
106

 The 

C-AFM measurement procedure contains two parts: topography image of the ZnO MB/NB was 

firstly scanned in tapping mode to obtain the whole interested area information, and then to 

acquire I-V curve in contact mode at different positions as the cross points indicated in Figure 

4.1(a), which started from the interface of the ZnO MB/NB and the fixed silver electrode as the 

zero point of length toward to the free end of the belt (see arrow indicated in Figure 4.1(a)). As 

what shown in Figure 4.1(b), the corresponding representative I-V curve acquired from one 

interested position in belt connected in the measuring circuit shows an asymmetry rectifying 

shape and the forward bias is negative potential relative to the ground indicated in Figure 4.1(a). 

Similarly, a series of I-V curves under the reversed bias conditions according to the trace 

schematically marked by the crosses in Figure 4.1(a) can be obtained. The asymmetry rectifying 

shape I-V curve is resulted from the metal-semiconductor-metal structure composed of ZnO 

MB/NB-silver electrode Ohmic contact and ZnO MB/NB-Pt AFM tip Schottky contact and the 

value of the Schottky barrier dominates the typical rectifying nonlinear I-V characteristic
101

 

rather than the Ohmic contact. The resistance of Schottky contact is identical during all I-V curve 
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acquisitions, and the quantificational expression of the resistance change with belt length 

(subtracted Schottky resistance) still preserves a nonlinearly exponential relationship as plotted 

in Figure 4.1(c), which is contrary to the classic Ohm’s law. Clearly, this exceptional nonlinear 

electrical conductivity behavior is correlated to the intrinsic electrical property of ZnO 

micro/nanostructure.  

 

Figure 4.1. (a) C-AFM setup for measuring electrical property of anisotropic ZnO MB/NB with 

different length connected in the circuit, inserted is the SEM image of ZnO MB/NB with one end 

covered by silver electrode. (b) The representative I-V characteristic by C-AFM acquisition 

indicated in Figure 4.1(a). (c) The corresponding length dependent nonlinear electrical resistance 

of ZnO MB/NB.  

4.3. Model setup 

    Although this unusual electrical behavior of nonlinear length dependent resistance has been 

measured and conformed by experiments, further study by simulation approaches is necessary to 

explore the basic conductivity principles of ZnO MB/NB in micro/nansoscale. Herein, FEM 

simulation is employed to visually and concretely reveal electrical conductivity distribution 

inside ZnO MB/NB with the anisotropic conducting mechanism. Figure 4.2(a) shows the scheme 

of the simulation which is composed by a ZnO MB/NB fixed at its base and along y axis, the 

bottom is grounded and the top is biased with negative electric potentials. The 3D model is built 

by Hypermesh software as indicated in Figure 4.2(b) and the same geometric parameters as in 

experiment.
3
 Then, Abaqus software is employed to run analysis, choosing thermoelectric 
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element type and room temperature, which is capable of achieving desired isotropic and 

anisotropic characterizations. Finally, a series of electrical current distributions under various 

conditions are obtained. As a common approximation, the current density simply is proportional 

to the electric field and can be as expressed by 

J E                                                                                                                                        (4.1) 

Where E is the electric field and σ is the electrical conductivity. It reasonably agrees that ECD is 

proportional to the electrical conductivity if the conductor is under a stable and uniform field. 

Herein, the change of electrical conductivity can be reflected by changes of current density.  

 

Figure 4.2. (a) The scheme of simulation is composed by a ZnO MB/NB grounded and fixed at 

its bottom end and along y axis, biased electric potential applied at both ends. (b) The meshed 

MB/NB model built by Hypermesh software according to the conditions presented in Figure 

4.2(a). (c) ECD distribution along y axis for an isotropic ZnO MB/NB in simulation. 
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4.4.  Results and discussion 

4.4.1. Electrical isotropy simulation 

    Figure 4.2(c) tells the ECD distribution along longitudinal direction (y direction) of ZnO 

MB/NB with isotropic electrical conductivity. It can be obviously seen that current density 

distribution keeps constant inside the belt body and uniformly distributes, so does the electrical 

conductance in the ZnO MB/NB, which satisfactorily meets with the classic theory that 

conductance is distributed uniformly in the isotropic materials.  

4.4.2. Electrical anisotropy simulation 

    By substituting electrical data from experiment and previous literatures
3, 107

, it is interesting to 

find that ECD distribution of anisotropic ZnO MB/NB along y direction displayed in Figure 

4.3(a) reveals the existence of parallel main conducting planes which have the larger current 

density or higher electrical conductivity than those planes in other directions. Furthermore, the 

geometric relationship between conducting planes and MB/NB dimensions is revealed in Figure 

4.3(b). Therefore, it is possible to conduct a generic formula quantitatively describing the 

electrical anisotropy of ZnO MB/NB, particularly resistance-length characteristic from FEM 

simulation result. 

    Here, the tensor algebra is used to describe the electrical anisotropy of ZnO MB/NB. Since the 

anisotropic electrical conductivity () is a 2-rank Cartesian tensor and ZnO has the six folds 

symmetry hexagonal crystal structure with space group of P63mc, the off-diagonal elements of 

the tensor are zero
108

, so the anisotropic tensor of electrical conductivity can be written as 
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While here we can assume both electrical resistance ( x y zR R i R j R k   ) and the effective 

transportation length of conducting planes x y zl l i l j l k    which are directional vectors in the 

Cartesian coordinate as shown in Figure 4.3(b). Herein, the total electrical resistance of ZnO 

MB/NB can be expressed as 

1111
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As shown in Figure 4.3(b), we have x yl l i l j  , 0,zl   the resistance component in y direction is 

determined by  
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                                                                   (4.4) 

From the classic Pouillet’s law, here , s, d, w, h and  are electrical conductivity, cross 

sectional area, length, width, thickness of a given ZnO MB/NB and the complementary angle of 

main conduction planes with the longitudinal direction of the ZnO MB/NB, respectively. 

Considering the anisotropic ECD distribution and from equation (4.4), we can obtain the length-

resistance curve of anisotropic ZnO MB/NB at  o
 as shown in Figure 4.3(c), which exactly 

matches with the experimental measurement of resistance-length relation.
3
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Figure 4.3. (a) ECD distribution along y axis for anisotropic ZnO MB/NB. (b) The principle 

model describing favorite conducting planes of the electron transport channel with larger moving 

current density has an angle θ with electric field along y axis (potential applied on the ZnO 

MB/NB across top and bottom ends). (c) The corresponding nonlinear length dependent 

resistance plot. 

4.4.3. Case study 

As a specific case, it is predicable to obtain  by (
2

  ) rotation of ZnO MB/NB along z 

axis with keeping the same electric field (see Figure 4.4(a)) in FEM simulation, then main 

conducting planes will be perpendicular to the electric field which is equivalent to the case of 

ZnO MB/NB grown along [0001] direction. Figure 4.4(b) shows the current density distribution 

in y direction after rotating the favorite conduction planes to parallel y axis, revealing that the 

current is mainly transported from top end to bottom in a longitudinal direction also the growth 

direction, which was supported by our experiment measured result that c axis grown ZnO 

MB/NB has linear I-V characterization.
3
 Furthermore, it also clearly corresponds to the situation 

that  in equation (4.4), and that the resistance is linearly proportional to the material length 

as Ohm’s law predicted as shown in Figure 4.4(c). 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Schematic situation of the conducting planes rotates (
2

  ) and becomes along 

z axis while keeping the same applied potential on the both ends. (b) ECD distribution for 

anisotropic ZnO MB/NB model built in Figure 4.3 after (
2

  ) rotation along z axis. (c) The 

corresponding linear length independent resistance plot from simulation. 

    Moreover, For ZnO MB/NB grown in different direction with anisotropic electrical 

conductivity equation (4.3) can directly give quantitative expression of its electrical property 

toward three coordinate directions. Those outcomes further verify the accuracy of supposed 

interpretation model that anisotropic conductivity and induced main conducting planes lead to 

the nonlinear length dependent resistance behavior of ZnO MB/NB. As to other semiconducting 

materials, the approach can be likewise applied to further understand the fundamental electrical 

properties. 

4.5. Conclusions 

    In conclusion, FEM simulation has been used to investigate the intrinsic electrical property of 

single crystal ZnO MB/NB and successfully predicted the detailed ECD distribution inside the 

ZnO MB/NB. The simulation result is perfectly fitted with experimental data that nonlinear 

length dependent resistance is associated with its electrical anisotropy of materials and hence the 

appearance of main conducting planes. This research favors the understanding of basic electrical 
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transportation mechanism among isotropic and anisotropic semiconducting materials in fine 

confinements, especially with nanoscale confinement. 
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CHAPTER 5 PHOTOELECTRIC PROPERTY MODULATION BY NANOCONFINEMENT 

IN THE LONGITUDE DIRECTION OF SHORT SEMICONDUCTING NANORODS 

5.1. Introduction 

    1D nanomaterials, like NRs, NWs, and NTs have been widely investigated for their 

extraordinary mechanical, electric, piezoelectric, and photoelectrical properties
38,

 
109, 110

, which 

origin from the ultra-high surface to volume ratio and quantum effects. Additionally, 

nanodevices with superior performance have been made possible by 1D nanomaterials.
111-119

 

Correspondingly, photoelectric property, one of the most important characteristics of 

semiconductors, undergoes significant change in 1D nanomaterials. For instance, the exposure of 

ZnO surfaces to light irradiation induces photodesorption of oxygen molecules from the surface, 

which leads to a rise of conductivity.
120 

As the photoelectric property of ZnO is heavily affected 

by material surface, it experiences significant change as material size reduces into nanoscale.
40

 

There are a great number of studies on photoelectric property of 1D and 0D (i.e., nanoparticle) 

nanomaterials.
40, 121

 Further, photoelectric property should undergo significant change due to the 

appearance of the nanoconfinement in the third dimension (longitude direction) as the 1D 

nanomaterials reduce length to size in between 1D and 0D (aka 0.5D nanomaterial). However, 

few studies have been carried out on photoelectric property of 0.5D nanomaterial besides our 

recent publication work.
37

 In that publication, we first defined 0.5D nanomaterials and studied 

photoelectric property change with 0.5D nanomaterial diameter and length. Nevertheless, 

photoelectric property is the photo-induced electric property change of semiconducting materials 

and it should heavily rely on the illuminating light intensity besides nanomaterial’s size.
122, 123
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Thus, it is highly desired to study the photoelectric property change of 0.5D nanomaterials with 

light intensity and the third nanoconfinement in longitude direction. 

    In this chapter, we focus on the origin of photoelectric property by studying light illumination-

induced photoelectron density change in ZnO NR with length variance covering 0.5D 

nanomaterial range. The photoelectric property of 0.5D ZnO nanomaterials as function of 

illuminating light density and the third dimensional nanoconfinement is systematically studied 

by both characterizing photoelectric current through C-AFM and measuring photo-induced 

surface potential change via SKPM technique. Those experiments invariably show the photo-

induced electron density is significantly modulated by light intensity and the appearance of 

nanoconfinement in the longitude direction. Furthermore, photo-induced free electron density 

distribution in 0.5D semiconducting materials is simulated through (FDTD) method by a new 

theoretical model with quantum corrections, which fits the measured experimental results well. 

Undoubtedly, results of this study are critical for improving the basic understandings of 

semiconducting nanomaterials in intermediate scale and developing 3D nanodevices, like high 

sensitive photodetectors, ultra-high resolution digital image sensors, and more.
124

 This work was 

published in ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2016, 8, 11001-11007.
125

 

5.2. Experimental section 

5.2.1. Synthesis of 0D, 0.5D and 1D ZnO nanomaterials 

    The 0D, 0.5D and 1D ZnO nanomaterials used in the experiment were obtained by controlling 

the heights of ZnO NR arrays, and the synthesis process followed the generic wet chemical 

method.
24, 126

 In detail, conductive substrates (n-type gallium nitride, or n-type silicon) were 

placed facing down and floating on the mixed solution of 0.05 M hexamethylenetetramine  and 

0.05 M zinc nitrate hexahydrate (volume ratio 1:1) in a beaker; the reaction temperature was kept 
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at 90 
o
C. The growth duration controls the height of NRs so as to synthesize 0D, 0.5D and 1D 

nanomaterials. 

5.2.2. Characterization of 0D, 0.5D, and 1D nanomaterials 

    The morphologies and topographies of the as-grown ZnO nanomaterials with different heights 

were characterized by FESEM ( JEOL 7000) and AFM (Park Systems XE-70) in non-contact 

mode, respectively. The TEM ( TECNAI F20) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV was used 

to characterize ZnO NR and analyze its crystal structure. 

5.2.3. Photoelectric property measurements with C-AFM 

    The I-V data acquisitions were carried out by the C-AFM (Park Systems XE-70) with a Pt-

coated AFM tip (ANSCM-PC, Applied Nanostructures, Inc.), a 355 nm laser with tunable power 

supply (PSU-H-LED, Cnilaser) worked as the illumination source from side. Figure 5.1(a) shows 

the experimental setup for the measurements, when the C-AFM tip contacted on the top of the 

ZnO NR, the current throughout the NR could be acquired with an applied bias in dark or under 

illuminating conditions. 

5.2.4. Photoelectric property measurements with SKPM 

    Similarly, the same light illumination in C-AFM characterization was used in SKPM ( Park 

Systems XE-70) measurement. The SKPM tip for surface potential testing was Pt-coated 

conductive AFM tip (PtProm 1M_T, Park Systems). Unlike C-AFM to directly applying a DC 

bias, SKPM characterized the ZnO nanomaterials’ surface potential by external AC field 

modulation and lock-in amplifying technique.  
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5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Measurement setup and materials characterization 

Photoelectric property C-AFM characterization setup is schematically shown in Figure 5.1(a). 

Semiconducting ZnO nanomaterial arrays at a fixed diameter are grown on substrate with 

relatively low density. Conductive AFM tip touches the top of a nanomaterial to form a close 

circuit for characterizing I-V curve in dark or under light illumination. Such a design 

significantly reduces the complicated sample manipulation and electrodes fabrication in addition 

to the convenience of choosing a nanomaterial with a specific height. The well aligned ZnO 

nanomaterial arrays with constant diameter of 100 nm but different heights in the experiments 

were grown on conductive gallium nitride substrate by wet chemical method.
24, 126 

The upper of 

Figure 5.1(b) shows the TEM image of the as-grown ZnO nanomaterial under low magnification; 

lower part of Figure 5.1(b) is the HRTEM image, revealing growth direction is [0001]. Through 

growing duration, well aligned ZnO nanomaterial arrays with a constant diameter of 100 nm but 

different heights are successfully synthesized as shown in the SEM images in Figure 5.1(c)-1(h), 

which serve as the material platform covering 1D, 0.5D, to 0D nanomaterials. Insets in Figure 

5.1(c)-1(h) are the topography images scanned by noncontact mode AFM, revealing the ZnO 

nanomaterial’s height decreases in sequence. It has to be pointed out that the density of the ZnO 

nanomaterial arrays should be lower enough so that the AFM tip can specifically contact the 

targeted ZnO nanomaterial without touching others. Additionally, all ZnO nanomaterials are 

controllably grown with a diameter of ~100 nm and nanomaterials selected and characterized in 

this work have the same diameter of 100 nm to guarantee the constant two-dimensional (2D) 

confinements along the radial direction, leaving the height as the only variable in the third 

dimension. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Schematic diagram of C-AFM setup for measuring photoelectric property of ZnO 

nanomaterials. (b) Low magnification TEM and HRTEM images of the as-synthesized ZnO 

NRs. (c)-(h) SEM images of ZnO nanomaterials within constant diameter of 100 nm but varied 

height ranging from 1D to 0D (insets are the corresponding AFM topographies, scale bars are 

200 nm). 

5.3.2. C-AFM direct I-V acquisition 

Figure 5.2(a) is the acquired I-V profiles of a randomly selected ZnO nanomaterial with height 

in 0.5D nanomaterial range (as shown in the SEM image inset) under dark and light illumination 
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(70 mW/cm
2
). In this experiment, a 355 nm laser with tunable power (PSU-H-LED, Cnilaser) is 

used to stimulate ZnO nanomaterials (see the inserted emission spectrum of the laser in Figure 

5.2(a)). I-V curves are acquired in dark and illumination separately by contacting the top of the 

nanomaterial with a conductive AFM tip after locating the target nanomaterial by the topography 

of the sample obtained via AFM in non-contact mode. The 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial is sensitive to 

UV light illumination through a dramatic current increase from the dark current, and the I-V 

curves have an asymmetry rectifying shape due to the Schottky contact formed by Pt AFM tip 

and n-type semiconducting ZnO nanomaterial.
3
 Figure 5.2(b) shows the acquired I-V curves of 

the same ZnO nanomaterial as in Figure 5.2(a) under illumination with four different light 

intensities of 1, 33, 67, and 100 mW/cm
2
, respectively. It is obvious that electrical conductance 

increases as the intensity goes up and the ZnO NR has detectable photoelectric response even 

with a very weak UV light illumination. Furthermore, a quantitative data acquisition of the I-V 

curves has been conducted for ZnO NRs with different heights (cover 0D, 0.5D, and 1D ZnO 

nanomaterials) under the same four different light intensities illuminations. As the data shown in 

Figure 5.2(c), with a constant intensity light illumination, 0D ZnO nanomaterials have 

indistinguishable photoresponse ∆I (the current difference between under illumination and dark) 

between in dark or under light illumination; the photoresponses of 0.5D nanomaterials are 

proportional to the height; but when the height of ZnO nanomaterials (constant diameter of 100 

nm) continues raising and approaching to conventional 1D scale, the photoresponse will stop at a 

peak value then begin dropping slightly, which indicates reaching supersaturate state. Figure 

5.2(d) is the 3D contour plot of photo-induced electron density (n) of the ZnO nanomaterials as a 

function of light intensity (Ilight) and height (diameter is constant 100 nm), which is generated 

from more than 300 experimental characterizations and smoothed by Matlab software. 
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Apparently, 0D nanomaterial is insensitive to UV light illumination, which is obviously different 

from 0.5D and 1D NRs. Similarly, electron densities are also modulated by nanoconfinement in 

the third dimension, which results in the significant photo-induced electron density change in 

0.5D and 1D ZnO nanomaterials. In addition, at a fixed height, photocurrent of ZnO 

nanomaterial obeys a power law to external illumination light intensity as observed in previous 

literatures.
115, 127

 As the UV light intensity continues increasing, the photocurrent of ZnO will not  

 

Figure 5.2. (a) I-V curves of a 0.5D ZnO NR acquired by C-AFM in dark and under light 

illumination (inserted emission spectrum shows the wavelength of the monochromatic light 

source used in the measurements and inserted SEM image is the selected ZnO NR with the scale 

bar of 100 nm). (b) I-V curves for the same NR tested in Figure 5.2(a) upon five different light 

illumination intensities. (c) Quantitative plot of ZnO nanomaterial photoresponse with height 

(the third dimensional confinement) upon four different light illuminations acquired by C-AFM. 

(d) The measured corresponding 3D contour plot of the photo-induced electron density as a 

function of ZnO nanomaterial height and light illumination intensity. (e) Under 10 V bias, the 

photoresponse versus illuminating light intensity for a randomly selected 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial 

showing the photoresponse increases with light intensity till to saturation (scale bar of the inset 

SEM image is 100 nm). (f) The plots of the saturated photoresponse (left) of ZnO nanomaterial 

changes with height ranging from 0D to 1D and the corresponding light intensity at current 

saturation (right). 
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infinitely increase but reach a stable and constant state, called light saturation.
128

 The curve in 

Figure 5.2(e) shows a typical photoresponse vs light intensity of a 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial at a 

fixed height of 650 nm (as the intercept indicated in Figure 5.2(d)), revealing that photoresponse 

is exponential to the light illumination intensity and then becomes saturated as the light intensity 

approaching 90-100 mW/cm
2
. In Figure 5.2(f), every red dot is the saturated light intensity of the 

ZnO nanomaterial with different height but a fixed diameter of 100 nm, and black dots are the 

corresponding saturated photoresponse. It can be seen that saturated light intensities are almost 

the same for the ZnO nanomaterials at a constant diameter.  

5.3.3. SKPM surface potential mapping 

    Alternatively, we also studied the sample with SKPM characterization to reveal photoelectrons 

change in ZnO nanomaterials with constant diameter of 100 nm. When ZnO material is exposed 

to light illumination, surface potential (absolute value) decreases due to the photo-induced free 

electrons
129

 and material surface potential could be characterized by SKPM.
130, 131

 Figure 5.3(a) 

is the topography of vertical ZnO nanomaterials with constant diameter of 100 nm, which is 

obtained by scanning AFM in non-contact mode. Figure 5.3(b) and 3(c) are the corresponding 

images of the same sample area scanned by the same AFM in SKPM module in dark and under 

80 mW/cm
2
 light illumination, respectively. Clearly, sample surface potential reduces as it 

exposed to UV light illumination, which is confirmed by the brighter SKPM image of the sample 

under illumination than in dark condition. Selecting a scan line across ZnO nanomaterials with 

different height as the green lines indicated in Figure 5.3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), the profiles of the 

corresponding scan lines for the same scanning position are shown in Figure 5.3(d). Heights of 

two typical ZnO NRs with constant diameter of 100 nm that have been scanned are marked 

(1,230 nm and 685 nm) in the topography scan profile and the corresponding surface potentials 
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of the NRs can be directly read from the SKPM scanning profiles as 1.61 V and 1.50 V under 

illumination and 1.92 V, 1.83 V in dark, respectively. Similarly, by plotting surface potential of 

ZnO nanomaterials with different heights ranging from 0D to 1D as shown in Figure 5.3(e), the 

surface potential of nanomaterial in dark (black square) is always higher than that of it under 

illumination (red dot). Since the surface potential origins from the electrostatic potential energy 

of charges confined on surface and stands for the amount of confined electrostatic carriers, like 

electrons here, the higher is the surface potential, the greater is the electron concentration on the 

surface. As to ZnO nanomaterials, in dark, oxygen molecules are adsorbed on the whole surface 

and capture electrons from the material forming a low conductivity depletion layer.
132, 133

 If with 

UV light illumination, photo-generated holes will migrate and accumulate to the surface by band 

bending so as to discharge the adsorbed oxygen ions, which reduces the electron density on the 

surface and lowers surface potential.
128

 In such a scenario, photo-induced electron density (
S Vn 

) 

from surface oxygen ions dissociation under illumination can be expressed as  

( )dark light

S V

S
n

V

 



                                                                                                               (5.1) 

Where S is the nanomaterial surface area,  stands for the surface charge density, V represents 

the volume of nanomaterial. Surface charge density can be directly deduced from surface 

potential, which can be effectively characterized by SKPM. Thus, electron density change that is 

caused by photo-induced electrons from materials surface as a function of light intensity and 

nanomaterial height is characterized as in Figure 5.3(f). The 3D plot is generated from the 

measurements of more than 100 ZnO nanomaterials scanned by SKPM under different light 

intensities and further smoothed by Matlab software. Clearly, photo-induced electron density 

change from surface oxygen iron reduction increases as illuminating light intensity and decreases 
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with ZnO nanomaterial’s height, indicating 0D and 0.5D ZnO nanomaterials have strong surface 

photoresponse. 

 

Figure 5.3. (a) AFM topography of a sample with vertical ZnO nanomaterials ranging from 0D 

to 1D scanned in non-contact mode. (b)-(c) The corresponding surface potential 2D mappings for 

vertical ZnO nanomaterials shown in Figure 5.3(a) under light and in dark conditions by SKPM 

measurement. (d) Scan line profiles for the same sample position from Figure 5.3(a)-3(c) (green 

line), showing the potential difference of the same ZnO nanomaterial in dark and under 

illumination. (e) The surface potential plot of ZnO nanomaterials changes with height ranging 

from 0D to 1D in dark and under light illumination. (f) The 3D contour plot of the measured 

photo-induced electron density change from surface as a function of ZnO nanomaterial height 

and light illumination intensity. 

5.3.4. Theoretical model propose and interpretation 

    Based on the two experimental methodologies, we carry out simulation by proposing 

theoretical mode for photoelectric property of 0.5D nanomaterial. It is well known that 
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photoelectric property of bulk/microscale semiconductors follows ohm’s law
37

: with a constant 

diameter, as the height of the photoelectric material increases its photocurrent decreases under a 

fixed bias. However, when the material size falls into nanoscale, only 1D semiconducting 

nanomaterials follows this principle, while the 0D and 0.5D nanomaterials behave differently as 

in the foregoing experiments. By classical theory, the free electrons distribution is uniformly 

distributed in the 0.5D ZnO nanomaterials, as the Lumerical FDTD simulation result shown in 

Figure 5.4(a). The corresponding photo-induced electron density as function of illumination 

power and ZnO nanomaterial (fixed diameter of 100 nm) height is calculated as in Figure 5.4(b). 

It is clear that photo-induced electron density is independent on the geometric size of 

nanomaterial, only affected by the stimulated light intensity, which is obviously deviated from 

the experimental results obtained by C-AFM I-V curve characterization. Based on classical 

model, there is no surface effect contributing to material’s photoresponse, so the photo-induced 

electron density change from the surface is zero as shown in Figure 5.4(c). Furthermore, quite a 

few literatures reported the photoelectric property of nanomaterials is size related.
134, 135

 Herein, 

in order to understand photoelectric properties of nanomaterials ranging from 0D to 1D, 

especially to 0.5D, quantum effect, size effect, and surface effect have to be taken into account to 

build a new accurate model. Stemming from the model of our previous work that photoelectric 

property of 0.5D nanomaterial is a function of material’s diameter and length
37

, a much more 

precise model of the photo-induced electron density n inside ZnO nanomaterials under external 

illumination is deduced as 

2
( ) (1 )( )
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                                                                             (5.2) 

Here nthermal stands for the thermal electron density; npe means the electrons density from light 

excitation; rb is the Bohr radius for ZnO
136

; mfp is the mean free path for ZnO NR
137

; nne is the 
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non-equilibrium electron density; Rrod and hrod is the radius and height of the ZnO NR, 

respectively. Figure 5.4(d) is the simulated free electron density in the cross-section of a 0.5D 

ZnO nanomaterial based on equation (5.2), in which electron density is not uniform but higher in 

the core and lower close to the outer surface. While the excited electron density can be written 

as
138

  

C d
pe
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                                                                                                                   (5.3) 

Where NC is total electrons number generated per square meter, V is the material volume, A is the 

photo illuminated area, is the quantum efficiency, Id is the light illumination intensity,  is the 

light wavelength, h is the Boltzmann constant, and c is the light speed in vacuum. Therefore, by 

combining equation (5.2) and (5.3), in which only nanomaterial’s height hrod and illumination 

light intensity Id are variables, a 3D contour plot of the photo-induced electron density as 

function of light intensity and materials height can be calculated as shown in Figure 5.4(e). 

Obviously, the result based on the new model fits the C-AFM characterization well. In addition, 

according to the oxygen molecules absorption-adsorption process, the amount of reduced 

electrons which were previously captured by oxygen molecules on the surface equal to the holes 

generated by photo excitation. Thus, the photo-induced electron density from surface effect can 

be achieved by the following expression 

pe

S V

Sn
n

V
 


                                                                                                                             (5.4) 

Where , S, npe, V is the recombination coefficient, material surface area, excited electron 

density, and volume of nanomaterial, respectively. Thus, the photo-induced electron density 

from surface effect can be calculated as shown in Figure 5.4(f). Clearly, photo-induced electron 

density change from surface depends on light intensity and nanomaterial’s height, which agrees 
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well with the experimental characterization by SKPM method (Figure 5.3(f)). So, the new model 

together with the methodology could be applied to more accurately predict photoelectric property 

of other semiconducting nanomaterials in 0.5D. 

 

Figure 5.4. (a) FDTD simulation of free electron distribution inside a 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial 

upon light illumination of 20 mW/cm
2
 based on classical theory. (b) The corresponding 3D 

contour plot of photo-induced electron density as a function of the light illumination intensity 

and the ZnO nanomaterial height based on classical theory. (c) The calculated corresponding 3D 

contour plot of the photo-induced electron density from surface as a function of ZnO 

nanomaterial height and light illumination intensity. (d) FDTD simulated free electron 

distribution of a 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial under light illumination of 20 mW/cm
2
 by the new 

model with quantum corrections. (e) The calculated corresponding 3D contour plot of photo-

induced electron density of ZnO nanomaterial as a function of light illumination intensity and the 

material height by the new model with quantum corrections. (f) The calculated corresponding 3D 

contour plot of photo-induced electron density from surface of ZnO nanomaterial as a function of 

light intensity and the material height by the new model. 

5.4. Conclusion 

    In summary, the photoelectric property of 0.5D ZnO nanomaterial is systematically studied. 

Photo-induced electron density exceptionally changes with 0.5D nanomaterial’s height and the 
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illuminating light intensity, which has been experimental characterized by two independent 

methods: C-AFM I-V acquisition and SKPM surface potential scanning. A new model by 

considering surface effect, quantum effect, and light intensity effect has been proposed to 

describe the electron density distribution in 0.5D nanomaterial and well fits the experimental 

measurements. The results reported here reveal the unique photoelectric property of 0.5D 

semiconducting nanomaterials and further could be used to predict the photoelectric performance 

of 0.5D semiconducting nanomaterials, which would have potential impact on 3D photo-

electronics, optical computations, and more. 
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CHAPTER 6 PERFORMANCE ENHANCED FLEXIBLE NANO-MEMORY DEVICE 

6.1. Introduction 

    Up to date, memory devices such as flash memory devices or mass storage devices like 

magnetic hard disks have improved greatly over the past several decades no matter in academic 

field or industrial application.
139, 140

 However, with the development of new technology and high 

demand in multiple purpose applications, especially like to have memory device with flexible 

characteristic for special applications like robots, implantable intellectual system, biosensing 

system, etc, our current memory devices with rigid silicon substrate obviously don’t satisfy the 

requirements.
141, 142

 Thus, it is urgent to develop novel flexible memory device. Nevertheless, 

although some resistive memory devices based on flexible substrates have been reported
143-149

, 

there are coming with amount of drawbacks like low memory density, slow switching speed, and 

poor reliability that need more improvements. Meanwhile, numerous devices based on 1D 

nanomaterials have been created recently demonstrating unique capabilities for developing next 

generation electronic memory and switching devices that go beyond the conventional inherent 

limitations.
150-154

 In particular, our previous publication introduced a study that the screening 

polar charges induce electric hysteresis loop in a Schottky-Ohmic contacted ZnO NW/MW 

memory device, which makes it possible to fabricate new logic circuits and memory devices on 

ultra-flexible substrate with ultrahigh storage density due to the size of the NWs both in diameter 

and length, and fast data storage/erasing by working at high frequency up to GHz theoretically 

because of Schottky barrier.
7
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    Herein in this work, we introduced a nano-memory device with ultra-thin flexible substrate 

that works under a totally novel memory mechanism of asymmetric Schottky-semiconductor-

Ohmic contacts and polar charges screening effect. The device is made of single crystal ZnO NR 

arrays on ultra-thin flexible substrate. A detailed memory performance analysis of the device 

including AC I-V curve, write-read-ease-read pulse test, endurance characteristics, time retention 

test and cumulative probability was conducted, and followed by the flexibility and reliability 

under various bending tests. All presented results demonstrated the superiority of this flexible 

nano-memory device in memory performance and mechanical stability. Furthermore, simulation 

and theoretical calculation were carried out to prove that mechanical deformation on the flexible 

nano-memory device will increase the performance a little instead of deteriorating, stemming 

from the unique characteristic of polar charges screening effect memory mechanism. This 

discovery provides an alternative path to create new flexible memory device with high-density, 

fast writing/erasing data storage capacity and ultra-flexible for next generation in biomedical 

applications. 

6.2. Device fabrication 

As schematically described in Figure 6.1(a), the memory device with an ultra-thin flexible 

substrate is proposed with architecture design of 3D nanostructures in order to fully use the 

benefits of nanostructure and newly found memory mechanism. It is made of single crystal ZnO 

NR arrays on the ultra-thin flexible substrate, there is a very thin metal layer between NR arrays 

and substrate as conductive contact, the top is usually gold electrode that has fully capped each 

NR array to form the basic memory unit, and the additional isolation layer is filled between top-

bottom electrode to avoid forming short circuit. The optical image inset in Figure 6.1(a) shows 
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the prototype device. Figure 6.1(b) and (c) present the device under compressive and tensile 

bending conditions, which provides the merit of high flexibility of our device.  

 

Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic diagram of the architecture design of the flexible nano-memory device. 

(b) The illustration of the device under compressive bending. (c) The illustration of the device 

under tensile bending. 

6.3. Results and discussion 

6.3.1. Morphology characterization 

Figure 6.2(a) shows the patterned single crystal ZnO NR arrays grown on a flexible substrate, 

each floor-like unit has a width of 2 m, and they are uniformly distributed on the substrate. 

SEM images in Figure 6.2(b) show the top surface of the device, the optical image in Figure 

6.1(c) shows the basic units of the flexible nano-memory device, ZnO NR arrays’ head are 

covered with gold electrodes, and there is a transparent isolative layer between top and bottom 

electrodes.  
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Figure 6.2. (a) SEM images of the ZnO NR arrays grown on the flexible substrate (right lower 

inset is the optical image). (b) SEM images of the top morphology of the as-fabricated device. (c) 

Optical image of gold topped nano-memory device (scale bar is 5 m). 

6.3.2. Memory characteristics 

A typical I-V characteristics of as prepared nano-memory device acquired at 150 Hz is shown 

in Figure 6.3(a), which were fabricated with ZnO NR arrays as active layers with gold top and 

bottom aluminum electrodes. As can be seen in the figure, Reversible bistable resistance 

switching between a HRS (i.e., OFF state) and a LRS (i.e., OFF state) was observed. The device 

initially exhibits an OFF state when a negative voltage applied, after reaching a certain reversed 

voltage, the device undergoes the ‘‘SET’’ process in the memory storage operation, then the 

current abruptly increases to 2×10
-8

 A around -4.5 V, which indicates the device reached 

switching resistance state from OFF to ON state. Once the device has reached the ON state, it 

remains there. The device is capable of being switched to OFF state by the application of a 

forward voltage sweeping, after reaching a certain positive voltage, the device undergoes the 

‘‘RESET’’ process in the memory storage operation, then the current abruptly decreases to 3×10
-

10
 A around 1 V, indicating that the device undergoes a sharp electrical transition from the ON 

state to the OFF state. The ON/OFF current ratios of the devices depend on the level of the 

reading voltage, a lower reading voltage results in a higher ON/OFF current ratio. These results 

indicate that the memory device unit based on ZnO NR arrays exhibits excellent unipolar ON 
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and OFF switching behavior in the device. Figure 6.3(b) shows the corresponding band diagram 

of basic memory unit consisting of a ZnO NR embedded by gold and aluminum electrodes on 

both ends, in consideration of the work function of the metal electrode and the electron affinity 

of ZnO, an asymmetric Schottky-ZnO-Ohmic contact would be formed to induce the electric 

hysteresis loop, which is another essential condition for the appearance of electric hysteresis. We 

further investigated the devices’ ability to write, read, and erase data, which is required for the 

production of memory devices. Figure 6.3(c) presents a representative result of write-read-erase 

cycle tests conducted on the devices for several hours, which was measured for a memory device 

based on ZnO NR arrays with Au and Al electrodes. In the write-read-erase cycle, the “write” is 

made by applying a negative voltage pulse whose amplitude (-5 V) is higher than the Vread (ON), 

and the “erase” is achieved through erasing the ON state by applying a positive voltage pulse 

with an amplitude (5.0 V) higher than the Vread (OFF) (the upper part of Figure 6.3(c)). A small 

probe voltage (2 V) pulse is employed to read the ON and OFF states of the device. As can be 

seen in the lower part of Figure 6.3(c), the device current changes with the voltages applied 

during the write-read-erase cycle. The probe current in the ON state is several orders of 

magnitude higher than that in the OFF state. The device has been cycled such write-read-erase 

operation many times as shown in Figure 6.3(c). These results confirm that the devices have 

excellent rewritability for memory device applications. Endurance and retention tests of the 

flexible nano-memory devices were systematically performed. Figure 6.3(d) shows the current 

values of the flexible nano-memory devices with 100 cycling endurance tests under repeated 

write-read(ON)-erase-read(OFF) pulses and read at 2 V. Obviously, there is no decay for current 

values under both states during 100 repeated switching cycles measurements. In order to confirm 

the data storage ability in both states further, the retention characteristics of the flexible nano-
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memory device under ambient conditions was investigated as shown in Figure 6.3(e). As can be 

seen in the figure, both the ON and OFF state can retain without any degradation for 10
4
 second 

and even longer. Apparently, this flexible memory unit exhibited a stable retention property up to  

 

Figure.6.3. Memory characteristics of the flexible nano-memory device. (a) Typical I-V curve of 

the device plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. (b) The band diagram of the nano-memory unit 

showing an asymmetric Schottky-semiconductor-Ohmic contact. (c) Write-read-erase cycles of 

the nano-memory device. The top and bottom curves are the applied voltage and the 

corresponding current response, respectively. The ON-state has been induced by ′write′ at -5 V, 

while the OFF-state has been reinstated by ′erase′ at 5 V. Between switching the states (′read′) 

have been probed by device current under 2 V. (d) Endurance characteristics of the nano-

memory device during 100 repeated cycles with the readout voltage is 2 V. (e) Time retention 

test of the nano-memory device on the plastic substrate. (f) Cumulative probability of current 

state distributions from 50 different units. 

at least 10
4
 s at room temperature, ensuring excellent reliability of the flexible nano-memory 

devices on the plastic substrate. To demonstrate the reproducibility and uniformity of the flexible 
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nano-memory devices during switching operations, 50 different were chosen and analyzed 

statistically. The cumulative probability distribution data in Figure 6.3(f) shows highly uniform 

distributions of both ON state and OFF state at the read voltage (purple circles for OFF, green 

circles for ON). The ratio between ON and OFF values was maintained without current overlap 

at the reading voltage of 2.0 V.  

6.3.3. Bending test 

Next, we evaluated the flexibility of the present flexible nano-memory device under various 

bending conditions on a bending stage machine. As shown in Figure 6.4(a), we measured current 

at the ON and OFF state in situ while the device was gradually bent. Figure 6.4(b) shows the 

collected currents as a function of bending radius ranging from 50 mm to 10 mm, or 

corresponding strain from 0.1% to 0.5%. Similar to endurance and retention tests, the readout 

voltage chose 2 V. Both of the ON (green squares) and OFF (purple circles) state currents were 

kept stable without any degradations regardless of bending. To examine the mechanical 

reliability of the device, we further statistically analyzed the performance of flexible nano-

memory device with 1000 bending cycles and at a fixed bending radius of 10 mm to take current 

measurements. As shown in Figure 6.4(c), in both ON and OFF state currents showed a 

consistent and constant ION/IOFF ratio with negligible fluctuations even up to 1000 bending cycles, 

indicating the excellent stability and flexibility characters of the flexible nano-memory devices 

for retaining memory function regardless of the magnitude or change of the bending radius 

during the mechanical durability test, which strongly prove that our flexible nano-memory 

device is highly stable and compatible with flexible electronic applications. 
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Figure 6.4. (a) Photograph of the device in bending and unbending states on a bending stage 

machine. (b) “ON” and “OFF” state currents as a function of curvature radius. The data is 

collected from I-V curves performed at each curvature radius. (c) “ON” and “OFF” currents as a 

function of bending cycles. Bending radius of 10 mm is utilized. The data is collected from I-V 

curves performed at each bending cycles. 

6.3.4. Performance enhanced mechanism 

As indicated in the memory test and previous publication
7
, the mechanism for memory devices 

is due to the polar surfaces of ZnO NW/MW, especially the top-end polar surface of the NR is 

responsible for the memory formation. As the wurtzite structure schematically shown in Figure 

6.5(a), Stack layers of Zn
2+

 and O
2-

build the wurtzite ZnO. Owing to the unique wurtzite crystal 

structure of ZnO, strong polar surfaces form at the two ends of the single crystal ZnO NR grown 

along c-axis direction and are terminated with Zn
2+

 cations and O
2- 

anions, respectively. In this 

case, an internal electrical field along c-direction will be generated between both top and bottom 

polar surfaces. At ambient environment and without external bias, the polar surfaces are likely to 
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be screened or neutralized by surface adsorbents to keep charge neutrality, so that in ZnO-Au 

contact, the free electrons from Au will migrate to interface and screen the polar charges in a 

very short time. With the applied bias in a circuit, if the applied electric field is large enough, it 

can easily drive the electrons away from the contact interface of Au and ZnO, but the polar 

charges are still there. In such a scenario, the transient current depends on both the applied 

electric field and the previous polar charges remaining. As to I-V characterization, it induces a 

hysteresis loop under fast applied potential switching. Thus, the function of this memory device 

in the circuit can be described as the combination of resistor, Schottkey diode and electrons 

reservoir as shown in lower part of Figure 6.5(a), which is similar to the operation mechanism of 

random-access memory. Figure 6.5(b) gives the illustration of flexible nano-memory device 

under tensile stress and the corresponding volumetric strain distribution when it is bent. 

Obviously, plastic isolation layer and flexible substrate absorbed the main deformation energy, 

the stress/strain effect on the ZnO NRs and electrodes were negligible, because the elastic 

moduli of other materials are not comparable to that of ZnO, and metals like gold and aluminum 

has a good ductility. Similarly, when the flexible nano-memory device is under compressive 

bending, it will achieve the same result. As shown in Figure 6.5(c), when the ZnO is compressed 

in the c- direction although the strain is very small, it may still affect the polar charges on the end 

terminals. Presumably more Zn
2+

 ions are exposed to the surface and increase the screen charges 

correspondingly after bending, resulting in the increase of total electric field inside the ZnO by 

adding the polarization electric field a little bit. Furthermore, this raise of electric field will 

slightly increase the hysteresis loop size as presented in Figure 6.5(d), which means the 

mechanical deformation on our flexible nano-memory devices will not deteriorate the 

performance rather than increase a little bit due to polar charges memory mechanism. By 
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considering analysis above, we can achieve a conclusion that this flexible nano-memory device 

possesses unprecedented merits of both no damage protections from device architecture design 

and performance stability due to the unique memory mechanism. 

 

Figure 6.5. (a) Crystal structure of wurtzite ZnO. The top end with Zn
2+

 ion layer attracting free 

electrons. Lower part is the digital circuit of flexible nano-memory unit. (b) Illustration of device 

under bending and related volumetric strain distribution of the device by COMSOL Multiphysics. 

(c) schematic diagram of device after bending, causing a slight increase of electric field in nano-

memory unit by COMSOL Multiphysics simulation after bend. (d) Calculation of corresponding 

I-V curves before and after bending, showing a little bit larger hysteresis loop after bend.  
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6.4. Conclusions 

    In summary, a novel flexible nano-memory device based on ZnO NR arrays has been 

successfully fabricated and investigated, which has unique memory mechanism of NR polar 

surface induced I-V hysteresis loop. By taking the advantage of 3D nanostructures, this flexible 

nano-memory device demonstrates high-density with memory unit size down to nanoscale and 

ultrafast operation speed up to gigahertz. Furthermore, the unique structure of NR bundle 

memory unit and soft substrate enable the entire device ultra-flexible for realizing fully flexible 

memory technique.  
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Conclusions 

    In this dissertation, a comprehensive study on the flexible nano-memory device by 

semiconducting ZnO NR arrays has been performed, which covers the basic nanomaterial 

synthesis, related nano-properties characterization, and the design and performance evaluation of 

nano-memory device with flexibility. 

Starting with the synthesis methodologies of 1D ZnO NW/NR, a detailed study in the role of the 

substrate roughness in ZnO NW arrays hydrothermal growth shows that average diameters and 

number densities of ZnO NW arrays are inversely proportional to the increasing substrate 

roughness. Furthermore, the nucleation theory based on the Gibbs free energy reveals the 

relations that substrate roughness versus average NW diameter, NW number density matched 

well with experimental results. By fully understanding this key factor and combining other 

already known parameters, like growth temperature, precursor concentration, solution PH value 

and substrate, it is possible to precisely control synthesis of ZnO NR/NW so as to provide 

desired nanomaterials and nanostructures for fabricating flexible nano-memory deivce.  

    Intrinsic electrical property characterizations of 1D ZnO MB/NB by C-AFM show that the 

resistance of the single crystalline ZnO MB/NB is exponentially dependent on the length of the 

MB/NB, which is well interpreted and fitted by a simple model based on the anisotropic velocity 

of the carries in the crystal planes. This nonlinear length dependent electrical resistance in the 

semiconducting single crystal MB/NB is significantly different with the bulk ZnO. Further FEM 

simulations verify the results and make it possible to identify the crystal growth direction of 
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single crystal semiconducting or crystallography of the anisotropic semiconducting nanomaterial 

easily. Understanding such property could definitely improve the design and the performance of 

flexible nano-memory devices. 

    When nanomaterials with a height-diameter ratio are in between 0D and 1D, its photoelectric 

properties do not obey Ohm’s law for the additional nanoconfinement from the third dimension. 

Systematic investigation via two independent techniques of C-AFM direct I-V acquisition and 

SKPM surface potential mapping shows that photoelectric property of 0.5D semiconducting 

nanomaterials changes as a function of illumination light intensity and materials geometry, 

behaviors of which apparently differ from the bulk/micro/1D nanomaterial counterparts.  A 

proposed model by considering surface effect, quantum effect, and illumination effect fits the 

experimental results very well and further can accurately predict the photoelectric characteristics 

of 0.5D semiconducting nanomaterials.  

    Rely on those solid fundamental studies, a flexible nano-memory device based on ZnO NR 

arrays is fabricated via wet chemical growth, which has unique memory mechanism by NR polar 

surface induced I-V hysteresis loop. Nano-memory device has high-density with memory unit 

size of nanoscale and ultrafast operation speed up to gigahertz. More important, the unique NR 

bundle memory unit structure enables the entire device ultra-flexible for realized fully-flexible 

memory technique. 

7.2. Future work 

    There are still many related research need to be further carried out. 

1. The achieved flexible nano-memory device is made of bundles of flower-like ZnO NR arrays. 

It can be predicted that device with well-aligned single NR arrays will have better performance. 
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2. Research presented here is limited by individual and separated nano-memory units, which is 

still hard to be directly used in integrated circuit for memory function. Engineering design and 

integration about top and bottom electrodes for addressing memory units would be performed for 

real application of the nano-memory device. 

3. It is expected to extend the flexible nano-memory devices design to other materials and other 

stretchable substrates, which can broaden the applications in and biomedical and other fields.  
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